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Prove the following equivalences using the laws of a,lgebra of logic:

i.pv(pAq) -p;
ii. (pnq)V- p=-PVq;

iii. lpv (q n r)lv - [(- qn - r) v r]: pv q,

where p, q and r are statements.

the validity of the.argument "If you are a mathematician then you are clever'

kou ut. clever and rich. Therefore if you are rich then you are a mathematician"

any sets A and B, prove that .4 A B : (A U B) \ (A n B).

show that:

A L B and A t^l B are disioint,

AUB:(AAB) u(AnB).

any sets A,B and C, prove that:

A x (BnC) : (A x B) n (.4 x C),

Ax (B\C) : (A x B) \ (,4 x C).



3. (a) Let p be a relation defined on IR. by rpy e r'-g' :2(A - r)' where R

seb of all real numbers.

i. Prove tftut p is an equivalence relation.

ii. Determine the p-class of 1.

(b) Let R be an equivalence relation on a set A. Prove the following:

i. l"l*QYaeA,
Li. aRb <+ [o] : [b],

iii. either [a] : [b] or [a] n [b] : O Ya e A.

(a) Define the following terms:

i. i,nj ectiue mappi'ng,

Ir. sur j ecti,ue mappi,ng,

17i. i,nuer se mappi,ng.

ifr)0;
ifr<0.
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(b) i. Prove that every partially ordered set has at most one last element.

ii. Show that last element of every partially ordered set is a maximal

Is the converse true? Justify your answer'

6. (a) State di,ui'si'on algori'thm.

Show that the square of any odd integer is of the form 8k+ 1, where k isa

Using the Euclidean algorithm find the gcd(341,527)'

A certain number of sixes and nines are added to give the sum of 126; if tl

of sixes and nines are interchanged, the new sis 114' How many of each'

originally?

4.

(b) The functions / : R -* iR. and I : R' --+ IR are defined by

/ /.'
. f 4n*r, irz>o; Ii':

f (r): 
t ", ir, . o, and s(r) : 

I ,,* r,
Show that g o / is a bijection and give a formula for (9 " /)-t

5. (u) Let / : X "+ Y be a mapping. Prove that / is surjective iff Y

all subset A of. X.

(b)
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